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What is DSpace-CRIS?

The first open source CRIS 
system

More than 100 installations 
Worldwide, in all continents!

A large community of 
German speaking users in 
Austria, Switzerland, 
Germany 

Discussed at DSpace 
Anwendertreffen since 2017
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DSpace-CRIS & ORCID Integration

Full integration already available in the current version and ongoing 
for the next DSpace-CRIS 7

Based on the ORCID v3 API

Verified and approved by the ORCID Support Team (of course it 
needs organisational best practices in place as well)
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Get your application credentials: Public, Member, Premium API are all supported
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Authorization token and preferences are stored in the Researcher Profile 
properties (metadata)
The application listens for changes related to objects that could be 
synchronized with ORCID, changes are filtered out depending on the 
preferences and stored in a processing queue (backend by a database table)
The application uses 

- the client application credential to retrieve generic data from ORCID 
(such as lookup author names, import publications by others, improve 
researchers’ profiles, etc.)

- the researcher authorization token to query for their related information 
so to possibly show / import also information reserved to trusted parties

How it works



Authentication

Login using the ORCID Credentials can be enabled / disabled



Link a local profile to ORCID

The researcher can connect their local profile with ORCID or create a 
new one. This is the only way to get an ORCID, it cannot be input 
manually!



Link a local profile to ORCID - 2

Connected profile shows the granted authorization and provides 
instruction / option to disconnect



Link a local profile to ORCID

During the submission process a librarian can identify the authors in the ORCID registry or 
the system can use the information if provided by the external datasource (pubmed, 
scopus, etc.)



Display of the ORCID Badge

Not authenticated ORCID



Display of the ORCID Badge

Authenticated ORCID



Initialize new local profiles upon login and user request;

Create a local profile for identified authors;

Update local profiles with ORCID: academic society, thematic 

repository or track progress of former PhD students, etc.

Import & enrich profiles
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Premium API - webhooks

To be automatically notified about changes in ORCID profiles of their 
interest.



Premium API - webhooks

The researcher can complete the import or discard suggestions



Push information to ORCID

Person data 
including 
employment and 
education

Fundings

Works

PUT codes are 
stored to manage 
updates



Researcher Synchronization preferences



Link a local profile to ORCID

Work has structured 
data including SELF 
and PART identifiers 
and a BibTeX 
representation as 
citation



Include IDs in machine readable outputs

ORCID IDs can be included in any format exposed over OAI-PMH

DSpace-CRIS supports out-of-box the following guidelines where the 
ORCID IDs are exposed:

- Guidelines for Data Archives (based on DataCite schema v4)
- Guidelines for CRIS Managers (based on CERIF)

Guidelines for Literature Repository v4 can be supported via configuration

Signposting is an approach to make the scholarly web more friendly to 
machines, exposing relations as Typed Links in HTTP Link headers



DSpace-CRIS 7: Ready to use, out-of-box 

Default data model based on OpenAIRE 
information space and CRIS guidelines
Support for real CRIS workflows and use cases

- Full ORCID integration (pull & push)
- Profile (self)management and curation, CV export
- data quality checks & tools: deduplication, publications 

claim/unclaim, publication-patent-project lookup
- fine-grain security

Easy to maintain, most frequent administrative 
tasks can be performed via UI
Modern UX, full REST API backend
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Complete ORCID integration

✔ ✔✔✔ ✔✔✔ ✔ ✔✔ 👷• 👷• 👷• 👷













Thank you for your attention!
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